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Dear Journalists and Partners

We are happy to provide you with the latest news in the attached Press Release 
and appreciate if you find space in your editorial section or on your announcement 
boards for our messages. If you need more details or pictures please do not 
hesitate to contact us anytime.
 
Air Pacific signs ULD outsourcing contract with CHEP 
Aerospace Solutions 

3 May 2012 - Air Pacific, the national carrier of Fiji, and known as ‘the world’s 
friendliest airline’, has selected CHEP Aerospace Solutions to supply and manage 
its fleet of Unit Load Devices (ULDs) under a new three-year contract.

CHEP Aerospace Solutions is providing Air Pacific with containers and pallets from 
its global pool of more than 45,000 ULDs, eliminating the administrative hassle and 
reducing costs to Air Pacific of positioning, maintaining and managing its own ULD 
fleet.

As Air Pacific transitions to a fleet of newer, more fuel-efficient aircraft over the 
coming years, CHEP Aerospace Solutions will be supporting this transition with 
newer ULDs, enabling Air Pacific to save on capital expenditure and to focus on its 
core business.

Air Pacific Freight Manager, Francis Tan, said: “For more than five years we have 
had an excellent relationship for the maintenance and repair of our ULDs with JMI 
Aerospace, which is now part of CHEP Aerospace Solutions. So our decision to 
outsource our ULD supply and management to CHEP Aerospace Solutions was a 
simple one. Taking that extra step to outsource fully supply and logistics, as well as 
maintenance and repair, to CHEP is already delivering additional cost savings and 
benefits to our business.”

CHEP Aerospace Solutions President, Dr Ludwig Bertsch, said: “We are extremely 
pleased to welcome Air Pacific as one of our newest pooling customers in the Asia-
Pacific region. The synergies Air Pacific will gain from joining the CHEP pool will not 
only drive down costs for the airline, but also deliver benefits to our other pool 
partners.”

Further information:

Francis Tan



Manager, Freight
Air Pacific
+679 673 7734 
francis.tan@airpacific.com

David Babbage
Head of Sales & Marketing
CHEP Aerospace Solutions
+44 7748 920 209
david.babbage@chep.com

Air Pacific is the flag carrier airline of Fiji, with over 400 flights per week and 
carrying one million passengers each year. With destinations including Australia, 
Hong Kong, New Zealand, USA, and many of the Pacific islands, Air Pacific’s team 
of over 800 employees proudly hold up the reputation as ‘the world’s friendliest 
airline’. For more information on Air Pacific please visit www.airpacific.com. 

CHEP Aerospace Solutions manages the world’s largest independent global fleet 
of Unit Load Devices (ULDs), owns an extensive global repair network and offers 
complete ULD and galley cart outsourcing solutions, including Short Term Leasing. 
CHEP Aerospace Solutions integrates the world’s leading independent ULD pooling 
provider, Unitpool, and two of the industry’s most respected maintenance and repair 
organisations (MROs), JMI Aerospace and Driessen Services, with a network of 
more than 300 served airports, 50 certified repair centres and 14 regional offices 
worldwide. CHEP Aerospace Solutions is part of Brambles Limited. For more 
information on CHEP Aerospace Solutions please visit www.chep.com/aerospace.

Brambles Limited (ASX:BXB) provides pallet and container pooling solutions to 
the fresh food, consumer goods, general manufacturing, automotive, aerospace 
and chemical sectors through the CHEP and IFCO operating brands. Brambles 
provides information management solutions to corporations and government 
organisations through the Recall operating brand. Brambles employs approximately 
17,000 people in more than 50 countries. For further information on Brambles, 
please visit www.brambles.com.

The press release is available to download: 
- Air Pacific signs ULD outsourcing contract with CHEP Aerospace Solutions
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